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T A N I A  I L L I N G W O R T H  

Tania Illingworth (nee Tolstoy) is three quarters Russian by birth, all her grandparents having fled the 

Russian Revolution in 1918.  A degree in Russian Language & Literature, with Byzantine Art, reinforced her 

passionate interest in all things Russian.  This, and the extensive knowledge she has acquired through 

years of visits to Russia, make her tours very special.  This long week-end continues to be our most 

successful repeated short haul destination. 

 

Q U A L I T Y  O F  S E R V I C E  

We like to think that our success has been built on a simple formula - to deliver a high standard of service 

before, during and after each holiday, a duty of care and commitment to you, and value for money. We aim 

to be totally flexible in our approach, as this allows us to create the holiday that you want and one that is 

easy and enjoyable to plan. 

However, if you feel that there are areas in which we could improve our service to you, please do not 

hesitate to contact either our Managing Director Nick Van Gruisen, or Executive Director Rowan Paterson, 

on 020 7386 4646.  You can also email them: 

 

nick@theultimatetravelcompany.co.uk 

rowan@theultimatetravelcompany.co.uk 
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D E T A I L E D  I T I N E R A R Y  

Once again, by popular demand, Tania Illingworth (née Tolstoy) visits St. Petersburg – the legendary city 

founded by Peter the Great on the Gulf of Finland in 1703. This special tour explores the unique and 

unsurpassed legacy of architectural and artistic treasures, created and collected by successive Tsars, 

Tsarinas and their courtiers, both in the city itself and the surrounding countryside. St. Petersburg 

remains the only post WW2 city in Europe to have been rebuilt to its original 18th / 19th century classical 

skyline and retains a unique architectural harmony. The glorious palaces are fully furnished complete with 

all their works of art. The tour is accompanied throughout by Tania Illingworth and two guides, including 

one day at the Palaces accompanied by the fluent English-speaking Professor Alexei Leporc, a Curator in 

the Department of Western European Art at the State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg. 

 

This is a comprehensive introduction to St. Petersburg at a perfect time of year when this imperial city 

basks in wintry splendour and tourism is minimal. Highlights of the tour include: The Winter Palace which 

houses the State Hermitage Museum – one of the greatest art collections ever gathered in one place – and 

a day excursion to the famed ‘summer palaces’ seeing the grandiose rococo Catherine Palace with its 

superb State Rooms including the recreated Amber Room. Enjoy the thrill of a troika ride through the 

snow-covered ‘English’ Park to the Rose Pavilion! See the fine neo-Classical Palace of Pavlovsk and the 

exquisite Rococo private theatre at Prince Yussupov’s Palace. The newly-opened Fabergé Museum 

(formerly Count Shuvalov’s Palace) is a final highlight. There will be a private view of the world’s largest 

collection of the Tsars’ unsurpassed Fabergé ‘easter gift eggs’ as well as hundreds of exquisite 

photograph frames, clocks, and cigarette cases made by the world-famous Carl Fabergé. 

 

There will be an opportunity to attend a ballet performance in its spiritual home – the renowned Mariinsky 

Theatre (ex-Kirov Theatre) with its blue and gold auditorium and impressive Imperial Box, is considered 

one of the world's most beautiful theatres. Mariinsky II which opened in May 2013 at a cost of £450m, will 

also have a choice of performances. The exact programme of ballet and opera performances will only be 

available approximately 6 weeks prior to performance. 
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                          The State Hermitage Museum / The Winter Palace              Catherine Palace 

DAY 1: WEDNESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY  LONDON / ST. PETERSBURG 

Depart London Heathrow on a British Airways morning flight to St. Petersburg. On arrival, transfer to St. 

Petersburg’s most impressive building – The Winter Palace. Built in the mid-18th century in Baroque style 

by Rastrelli, the palace was once the winter home of the Imperial family but is now The State Hermitage 

Russia’s premier museum housing one of the greatest art collections ever gathered in one place. See the 

impressive collection of Impressionist and post-Impressionist masterpieces by Matisse, Cézanne, Van 

Gogh, Monet and others, alongside works from every notable school and artist of the 19th and 20th 

centuries.  

 

Transfer to the centrally located Astoria Hotel, where four nights are spent. Originally opened in 1913, this 

is the most central and charming of all the St. Petersburg hotels and, having been restored to its former 

glory, offers unmatched comfort in elegant surroundings. Dinner in the Astoria Cafe at the hotel. 

DAY 2: THURSDAY, 28 FEBRUARY  ST. PETERSBURG 

Your tour of St. Petersburg begins with a short walk to return to the State Hermitage Museum. Apart from 

the sumptuously furnished State Rooms, you will also see some of the unrivalled collections of European 

sculpture and masterpieces, the majority amassed during the reign of Catherine the Great. See more of the 

spectacular collection housed there which includes works by some of the world’s most renowned artists 

such as Leonardo, Titian, Raphael, Goya, Velazquez, Van Dyck, Rembrandt and many more. 

 

Lunch at a restaurant close by.  Visit the 18th century Yussupov Palace which was once owned by the 

richest family in Russia, where the restored State Rooms can be seen, some still with their original 

furniture. Also see the exquisite Rococo private theatre where Chaliapin and Nicholas II performed 

amateur dramatics, and the cellars where the murder of Rasputin took place in December 1918. The scene 

eerily recreated in wax. Return to the hotel for an evening illustrated lecture (accompanied by vodka!) on 

‘St. Petersburg: City of Imperial Splendour’ by Professor Alexei Leporc. Dinner under own arrangements.  
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DAY 3: FRIDAY, 1 MARCH   ST. PETERSBURG 

Return to the Hermitage Museum to see more of the spectacular collection and the State Halls. There will 

also be the opportunity to view the dazzling Romanov Jewels Exhibition, featuring exquisite jewellery and 

objets d’art from the Imperial Collections, including diplomatic gifts and pieces commissioned from the 

renowned Carl Fabergé 

 

Lunch at the Russian Vodka Room. See the famous statue of Peter the Great ‘The Bronze Horseman’ 

which was commissioned by Catherine the Great, and the magnificent waterfront with its panoramic views 

across the frozen River Neva before crossing the river to the Peter and Paul Fortress on Hare Island.  

Begun by Peter the Great in 1703, its massive stone walls surround a variety of early 18th century buildings 

including the Cathedral of St. Peter and St. Paul, where the tombs of all the Tsars and Tsarinas from Peter 

the Great onwards lie, including the last Tsar Nicholas II and most of his family, who were finally laid to 

rest here in 1998. Return to the hotel and dinner under own arrangements. 

 

   
  Prince Yussupov Palace      The State Hermitage 

DAY 4: SATURDAY, 2 MARCH   ST. PETERSBURG, PAVLOVSK & TSARSKOYE 

SELO 

Today, accompanied by Professor Leporc, drive 29km outside the city to the Palace of Pavlovsk. Built by 

Catherine the Great for her son the future Tsar Paul I, the palace was designed by the Jacobite architect 

Charles Cameron and completed in 1796 in the most exquisite neo-Classical style. It has a series of 

elegantly decorated rooms filled with original furniture, exemplifying the best of 18th century taste and 

craftsmanship during Russia’s ‘Golden Age’. Afterwards enjoy a troika ride through the snow-covered 

‘English’ park.  Continue to Tsarskoye Selo, translated as ‘Tsars’ Village’, the town of Imperial Palaces 

which in the 19th century was the summer retreat of the Court and the aristocracy.  

 

Lunch at Admiralty Restaurant. Visit Rastrelli’s grandiose white, turquoise and gold Rococo Catherine 

Palace which has a series of superb State Rooms including the famous Amber Room which ‘vanished’ in 
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World War II but has now been recreated after painstaking work spanning more than 30 years. Return to 

the hotel and dinner under own arrangements. 

 

   
               Pavlovsk Palace               Catherine Palace 

DAY 5: SUNDAY, 3 MARCH   ST. PETERSBURG / LONDON 

This morning enjoy a private visit to the recently opened Fabergé Museum. The Ukrainian oil and mining 

magnate Viktor Vekselberg has reportedly spent $30m renovating the former 18th century palace of Count 

Shuvalov where his personal collection of hundreds of exquisite Faberge clocks, cigar and cigarette cases 

are superbly displayed. V. Vekselburg bought the entire Forbes family collection of ‘Imperial Easter Eggs’ 

in one presale swoop purchase from Sotheby’s for over $100m in 2004 and the haul includes the famous 

Coronation Egg that Nicholas II presented to his wife in 1897.  Fabergé enjoyed immediate fame from 1885 

onwards both in Russia and across Europe until 1916.  Fabergé’s unsurpassed workmanship and designs, 

combined with the sheer wealth of materials, remain unique. 

 

Return to the hotel to pick up luggage and continue to lunch at a local restaurant. Drive via the moving 

Memorial to the Defenders of Leningrad which commemorates the great 999-day siege the city suffered 

during World War II, to the airport for a British Airways flight back to London, arriving at Heathrow Airport 

in the late afternoon. 

 

NB: During your stay there will be an opportunity to attend an opera or ballet performance at the famous 

Mariinsky Theatre. The theatre, with its dazzling blue and gold interior, dates from 1859 and was named 

after Empress Marya (wife of Alexander II). It is home to the world-famous Kirov Opera and Ballet, which 

has now reverted to its original name of Mariinsky. Further details of performances at Mariinsky II and the 

State Mikhailovsky Theatre will only be available about 6 weeks prior to performance. 
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T O U R  P R I C E  

C O S T  £ 2 , 3 9 5  P E R  P E R S O N  

Single Supplement £390 per person 

Visa Fees £145 (as at 26/04/18) 

 

P R I C E  I N C L U D E S  

• economy class scheduled flights 

• air passenger duty, passenger service charge, airline security charges, airport taxes and fuel 

surcharges where applicable - currently £81 (liable to change without notice) 

• accommodation throughout as shown in the itinerary 

• breakfast daily; 4 lunches; 1 dinner 

• all entrance fees, visits, excursions and transportation as per the itinerary 

• gratuities in restaurants for included meals; gratuities to guide/s gratuities to driver/s; porterage 

• local English-speaking guide/s 

• the services of your tour leader throughout 

P R I C E  E X C L U D E S  

• travel insurance 

• items of personal expenditure (e.g. telephone calls / laundry etc.)  

• visa and visa service 

• theatre tickets and transport to and from the theatre 

• government levies or taxes introduced after costing and publication of this programme on 04/05/17 

A I R L I N E  T I C K E T S  

As a tour operator we have access to special airfares. While these offer good value, they do carry certain 

restrictions applied by the airline. Please ask us for details. 

Note:  If you are thinking about using air miles to upgrade to a premium cabin on the flights, please check 

with us first as fare restrictions might not permit this. 
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A I R L I N E  S E A T I N G  

The rules governing the pre-booking of seats vary from airline to airline. Some allow us to pre-book seats 

immediately and without charge, some only once the tickets are issued but with charge, and others only 

when you check in either on line or at the airport. 

We will clarify the rules for your specific carrier(s) with our confirmation documents. In the event that 

seating cannot be arranged until tickets are issued (normally six weeks prior to departure) and you prefer 

not to wait, we can issue your tickets earlier provided you are happy to pay in advance for the flight costs 

in addition to the required deposit for the holiday. 

However, please be mindful that the majority of our discounted fare tickets, once issued, are non-

refundable and will attract fees should you wish to make any date changes.  Nor will you be allowed to 

change the actual flight routing. 

P E A C E  O F  M I N D  

You will probably be aware of the difficulties many travellers faced with obtaining refunds when their 

holidays were disrupted or cancelled as a result of such events as ash cloud, strike, snow and political 

unrest. By booking both your flights and land arrangements with us, not only are you guaranteed the 

peace of mind that comes with full financial protection but also all the round the clock assistance we are 

able to offer, should the need arise. 

C H A N G E S  T O  T H E  I T I N E R A R Y  

Please note, that certain elements of this itinerary, and/or the order of events, may well be subject to 

alteration due to circumstances beyond our control 

F I T N E S S  T O  T R A V E L  

Whilst we do not impose any age limitations on joining a tour, participants must be reasonably fit. The 

very nature of the sightseeing involved in our tours (and the difficulties of direct access by coach in various 

places) means that a considerable amount of walking and standing is unavoidable on almost all tours. We 

regret that our tours are not suitable for people who have difficulty in walking, may require wheelchair 

assistance at any time, or are unable to keep pace with the group. If you are in any doubt as to the 

suitability of a tour, please make this known to us before you book and we will advise you accordingly. The 

Ultimate Travel Company reserves the right to decline a reservation without necessarily giving a reason. 

Your tour leader may also refuse to take participants on particular excursions if they feel that the rest of 

the group will be held up. 

A C C O M M O D A T I O N  

Hotels are chosen on the basis of category, character and location. The majority will be at least 4 star, 

otherwise the best available. The projected size of the group will often rule out the use of luxury boutique 

hotels. Sometimes the style of hotel will mean that not all rooms are of the same size or have the same 

outlook.  
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H E A L T H  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  

There are no mandatory health requirements for visitors to Russia, and no inoculations are required. 

P A S S P O R T  A N D  V I S A  I N F O R M A T I O N  

Passengers should hold a full passport. Please ensure that your passport is valid for at least six months 

from the date of entry. 

British Nationals require visas for Russia and travellers are now required to go in person to the Russian 

Embassy in London to register their fingerprints. We will be sending you further details in due course.  The 

earliest one can apply for a visa is 90 days prior to travel however please check that your passport is valid 

for six months after the return date of the tour and that you have at least 2 blank pages. Nationals of other 

countries should consult their local Russian Consulate. 

Price of Visa from £145 per person. 

F C O  A D V I C E  

We recommend that you periodically review the travel advice issued by the Foreign & Commonwealth 

Office, which relates to all aspects of your destination, at www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo. 

http://www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo
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W H Y  C H O O S E  U S ?  

We have been organising bespoke, tailor-made holidays and escorted group tours around the world since 

the early 1990s. The opportunity that we identified then was for a travel company with the knowledge and 

enthusiasm of a smaller specialist, but with the range and buying power of a much larger organisation, 

and we like to think that we have maintained this balance over the years. 

More importantly, we try to be an easy and friendly company to deal with, and because most of us have 

had the good fortune to work abroad, we are able to approach travel in a sensitive and intelligent way. 

W H A T  W E  O F F E R ?  

First-hand knowledge and personal service is at the core of what we offer. Our consultants travel to all the 

destinations that we feature on a very regular basis, so that the advice you receive is accurate and up-to-

date. They will also look after you from the outset and assume full responsibility for ensuring that your 

travel plans are designed and delivered as requested. 

Planning a holiday should be an enjoyable and effortless experience, and we will do all that we can to 

ensure that this is the case. 

O U R  R E P U T A T I O N  

We have grown largely through personal recommendation and repeat business, and so we treat our 

reputation with care. The directors and owners of the company, led by Nick Van Gruisen, are very much 

‘hands on’ so immediate decisions can be taken to ensure the standard of service that our clients have 

come to expect is maintained. 

L O C A L  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N  

Equally crucial is the quality of our local associates and suppliers. It is they who look after you on holiday 

and it is their guides, vehicles and general support service that will determine your enjoyment of it. We 

therefore take great care to ensure that our ground handlers have the requisite expertise, efficiency and 

creativity, and also the ability to deal sensitively and swiftly with any situation that might arise. The fact 

that we have worked together for many years and know each other well is a further bonus. 

R E S P O N S I B L E  T R A V E L  

As a company with a passion for travel, we understand the vital support that tourism can provide to 

communities and fragile habitats throughout the world. At the same time, we are aware that tourism can 

have a negative impact and are committed to doing what we can to minimise this risk. 
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In 2007, an independent body completed an Environmental Audit on all aspects of The Ultimate Travel 

Company. This covered not only our own practices but those of our worldwide suppliers, thereby ensuring 

that we all met the necessary environmental and employment criteria. 

The audit also measured the carbon footprint produced by our London office and by our international 

travel, and we now offset this with an annual donation to Social Change and Development, a small but 

dynamic tree planting initiative in India. 

Further initiatives include a ‘charity donation’ scheme, whereby we ask clients for a voluntary contribution 

of £10 which we then match. As a result of this initiative, a handful of small overseas charities, and the 

healthcare, environmental and educational projects that they run, now share an annual donation of more 

than $100,000. 

If you want further details of these initiatives, please ring Nick Van Gruisen on 02073864646. 

E X T R A  V A L U E  

It can be difficult at times to recognise the extra value promised by travel companies. Generally speaking, 

we all offer the same flight, the same hotel, the same excursion, the same excursion, the same sunset, and 

at similar prices….indeed in many ways, the same holiday experience! 

Here, at The Ultimate Travel Company, we strive to go further. While we believe that the diversity of 

destination, intimate product knowledge and personal service we offer already sets us apart, we supply all 

our clients with detailed information on all aspects of their forthcoming journey, a 10% discount voucher at 

Daunt Books (described by The Daily Telegraph as ‘the most beautiful bookshop in London – designed for 

travellers who like reading’) and a welcome home ‘surprise’. 

Honeymooners can also look forward to a wedding gift on arrival at their chosen destination.  

Moreover, we continually monitor your movements while you are away so that we can offer any assistance 

that might be required, effectively and without delay. And if genuine problems do arise as a result of any 

error on our part (few as these may be!), we will not shy away from our own responsibilities and our 

commitment to you. 


